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Abstract  
  
Background: It appeared that there were no studies about the drivers of internationalization             
of innovative Swedish SMEs, whether it is very specifical to this market as it is known to be                  
a big hub for startups and SMEs. Therefore, we decided to conduct a research that aimed to                 
discover the drivers of internationalization for the Swedish innovative SMEs. To elaborate            
this theory, we have mainly used the Push Pull model. 
  
Purpose: This thesis has been conducted in order to discover and explore the drivers that pull                
and push the Swedish Innovative SMEs to go abroad. 
  
Method: To conduct our research, we have been using a qualitative method, which includes              
interviews with managers of Swedish SMEs and startups. We chose to do semi-structured             
interviews in order to be flexible in the questions we asked according to the previous answers                
of the interviewees. 
  
Conclusion: Our thesis brought up a lot of drivers for the internationalization of Swedish              
innovative SMEs that fit with our literature review. We found different types of drivers and               
classified them. First, we have found factors internal to the company that push the company               
to internationalize: they expect to conquer new markets in order to grow, but also the               
international background of the employees and managers, and their willingness to spread            
their vision. Then, we have found drivers external to the company that pull it to go abroad:                 
they usually want to increase their brand awareness, gain market shares and to take advantage               
of the market opportunities.  
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1. Introduction 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
This chapter first presents the background related to the internationalization of SMEs and 
introduce the importance of the drivers in that process. It helps the reader to understand why 
this topic is interesting to study. This section is then composed of the purpose, problem and 
research questions. It also include some definitions of the specific terms that can be found in 
our subject and help define the scope of our research. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
1.1 Background 

 
Internationalization has been seen for a long time as a process that was almost only dedicated                

to big groups and firms. However, internationalization is now also a predictable expansion             

strategy for small and medium sized enterprises also known as SMEs. It is to recall, though,                

that the internationalization of companies is related to the size of the company: the larger it is,                 

the faster the internationalization is, according to the Uppsala model (Johanson and Vahlne,             

1977), which has been created to understand the internationalization of firms, and classifies             

the different kinds of internationalization.  

 

Nowadays, SMEs need to internationalize to develop themselves: it is no more an option, but               

it became mandatory (Oltean, 2013). The internationalization decision is made to respond to             

environmental changes, that forces the company to go abroad. These factors are divided into              

two concepts: push and pull. The first is the way in which the company is driven to change                  

because of its environment, while the second emphasizes that the company wants to change              

itself to make the most of a change in its environment (Pangarkar and Hussain, 2013), and the                 

initial decision of an SME to pursue an internationalization strategy can be, to an extent,               

dependent on their home countries institutional environments (Volchek et al., 2013). SME            

industries can then be pushed through Internationalization for various reasons that can be             

perceived as a response either to a small, mature, or highly competitive domestic markets or               

as a perception of better opportunities in markets abroad (Fletcher 2004; Evangelista 2005).             
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Research has also highlighted the importance of sufficient resources for successful           

internationalization (Zhou et al. 2012).  

 

Obviously, these decisions can be taken for economic reasons, because companies can lead             

new markets through going abroad, and they become much more profitable. Nonetheless,            

firms are not only looking for new markets as they internationalize: they can also look for                

resources, efficiency through the advantages of some countries (especially for production),           

but also for technology that can be more advanced in other countries (Dura and Driga, 2013).  

 
With research demonstrating that international background was essential for         

internationalization, SMEs allegedly lack of knowledge about internationalization, which         

represent an important challenge (De Clercq Sapienza, Yavuz and Zhou, 2012). In order to              

counter that lack of international experience, SMEs tend to imitate other companies            

internationalization (Fernhaber and Li, 2010) with risks and uncertainties being the main            

drivers of this behavior (Lieberman and Asaba, 2006). 

 
1.2 Problem 

 

Internationalization is an important concern for SMEs in countries with smaller domestic            

markets for their products (Dunning, 1988). With more than 99% of all Swedish enterprises              

being classified as SMEs and a population of around 10 million people (OECD, 2017)              

internationalization appears to be one of the main concern of Swedish small and medium              

enterprises. Moreover, SMEs are often companies composed of younger teams, that are very             

dynamics and that show a new perspective that cannot relate in bigger firms. It has also been                 

demonstrated that this kind of enterprise tend to leave their home market at higher rates (Falk                

and Hagsten, 2011). Most of the bigger companies being already international, it appeared             

more interesting to focus on the smaller firms because their decisions will be more              

informative.  

 

This paper is concerned with examining the relationship between innovative SMEs and            

internationalization drivers in Sweden. It has been shown that innovation and           

internationalization are related, and that innovative firms are more likely to succeed into an              
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international expansion (Filipetti, Frenz and Ietto-Gillies, 2011). While many research focus           

on the process, outcome, benefits and challenges of international development (Schweizer,           

2010; Welch LS, 1988), very few are available about the reasons and especially drivers and               

decision makers that lead to this process and research still need to be done in order to                 

understand the context of this subject and introduce a new learning perspective (Schweizer,             

2010).  

Therefore, we decided to focus our thesis on two major path, which are the environmental               

elements that impact the companies internationalization, and what is the internal reasoning            

that motivate this decision. As Cuervo-Cazurra (2015) explains in his study, companies can             

motivate their choice with a combination of resource and psychological actions to go abroad              

that he represents in four different categories. The first one that is to sell more, where the                 

company exploits existing resources and obtains better host country conditions. Then           

secondly it may be about buying better where it's about exploiting existing resources to avoid               

some poor home country conditions. The third category is upgrade where the company             

internationalize to get new resources and reach better host country conditions; and finally             

some companies try to escape their home market in order to get new resources and avoids                

some poor home country conditions. Our research will accordingly help to understand what             

resource and psychological elements have an impact on Swedish born SMEs decision to go              

international. 

 
1.3 Purpose 

 
The purpose of this thesis is to conduct a research about the drivers of internationalization of                

Swedish innovative SMEs and their reasons of international development.  

 
1.4 Definitions 

 
Internationalization: Internationalization will be generally defined as the converging practices          

derived from globalization (Nerad, 2010). In nordic countries, internationalization of SMEs           

has traditionally been defined as “the process of increasing involvement in international            

operations” (Welch and Luostarinen, 1993, p. 156) and the internationalization is usually            

seen as gradual and sequential process, consisting of several stages. Johanson and Mattsson             

(1993) complete this definition by defining internationalization as the “process of developing            
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networks of business relationships in other countries through extension, penetration, and           

integration”. 

 
SMEs: According to Lu & Beamish (2001) SMEs refer to Small and medium enterprises,              

independent firms with 500 or fewer employees.  

 

Innovation: Innovation is seen as a main source of competitive advantage and thus firm              

performance. To stay ahead, companies need to offer innovative products and processes to             

cut costs and increase revenues. According to Schumpeter (1942), innovation featured the            

technological change process as three stages: invention, innovation, and diffusion, but it now             

involves all the three stages and other activities concerned. Innovation can be defined through              

many ways but according to Crossan and Apaydin (2010) innovation is represented as:             

Production or adoption, assimilation, and exploitation of a value-added novelty in economic            

and social spheres: renewal and enlargement of products, services, and markets; development            

of new methods of production; and establishment of new management systems. 

 
FDI (Foreign Direct Investment): According to international regulations, FDI is a border            

investment made by a resident entity in one state (direct investor) to another entity in another                

state in order to obtain a long-term engagement (direct investment) (Donciu, 2014). To be              

considered as an FDI, it is usually approved that the direct investor owns 10% or more of the                  

voting rights of the business through his investment.  

 

1.5 Research question 

 

1- What are the drivers influencing the decision of internationalization of Swedish innovative             

SMEs? 
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2. Frame of reference  
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The purpose of this part is to introduce the reader to the previous theories established by 
other research in relation to our study on the drivers of internationalization but also related 
to innovative SMEs and the different possibilities of international development. In this part 
we go through the Uppsala Model (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977) in order to better 
understand the context of internationalization and use the Push-Pull theory of Albaum (2002) 
to present more in depth the previous research made on internationalization drivers. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

2.1 Innovative SMEs 

 

The innovative SMEs are the companies that try to adopt strategic adaptiveness, which is the               

ability to respond to challenges caused by the environment (Miles and Arnold, 1991). This is               

particularly true for SMEs operating in the high-tech and technological fields because            

consumer demands are constantly changing, creating continuous competition between SMEs          

and a need for constant renewal (Coviello and al., 2000). 

There are several ways to describe a firm's innovativeness (Story and al., 2015). It is first                

described as an ability and willingness to recreate and follow the flow of new ideas. It also                 

implies trying to create new ways of doing things and working (Kyrgidou and Spyropoulou,              

2013; Calantone and al., 2002; Menguc and Auh, 2006).  

On the other hand, an SME can be innovative if it designs and produces products or services                 

that have never existed (Garcia and Calantone, 2002). There are several ways to identify and               

evaluate the innovativeness of a firm according to “the degree of newness, creativity, novelty,              

experimentation with new products, and the number of new products or services of the              

company” (Story and al., 2015). 

For SMEs that are internationalized, the situation does not change, and they even have more               

challenges to create new products or services all the time; they must adapt to the market of                 

the host country, and face local competitors (Story and al., 2015). However, being in another               

country allows and pushes companies to have to be even more creative and innovative, and               

therefore a productivity increase for these international SMEs is regularly countered (Russell            

and Russell, 1992). 
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2.2 Internationalization of SMEs 

 

Internationalization will be generally defined as the converging practices derived from           

globalization (Nerad, 2010). In Nordic countries, internationalization of SMEs has          

traditionally been defined as “the process of increasing involvement in international           

operations” (Welch and Luostarinen, 1993) and the internationalization is usually seen as            

gradual and sequential process, consisting of several stages. Johanson and Mattsson (1993)            

complete this definition by defining internationalization as the “process of developing           

networks of business relationships in other countries through extension, penetration, and           

integration”.  

Lets first introduce the internationalization with its most known and pioneer model: Uppsala             

Model. 

 

2.2.1 Uppsala Model 

 

These different ways of internationalizing make us think about the Uppsala Model that             

explain the process of internationalization for firms. 

The Uppsala Model has been written by Johanson and Vahlne in 1977. This model wants to                

show how a firm goes from internationalization to evolution. 

It makes the difference between different kinds of internationalization. They distinct 4 kinds             

of operational modes: non-regular exports (called as sporadic exports), independent          

representatives (exports mode), foreign sales subsidiary, foreign production and sales          

subsidiary. The 2 last ones represent the FDIs.  

To know the rate of internationalization of a company, two factors are taken into account and                

are determined by the company's operations and its positioning on the markets. The first              

factor to determine is the mode of operation of the company for its functionment. There are 4                 

modes of operation that highlight an indication of the company's commitment to the market.              

The closer a company is to the foreign production and sales subsidiary, the greater its               

commitment to the market (Hollensen, 2007). The second to be determined is the             

geographical diversification of the company, i.e. the number of markets or countries in which              

it operates. The more it is present in a large number of markets, the more diversified the                 

company is.  
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A correlation is drawn from these two factors, which makes it possible to determine the               

extent to which the company is internationalized. The more it is present in foreign markets,               

the more it has subsidiary production and sales abroad (Forsgren and Johanson, 1975). 

According to the model, the company associates going abroad to uncertainty, what can block              

them for internationalize. Then, to counter that uncertainty, the companies try to enter the              

new foreign markets with low-risks and low-commitment ways, such as exporting via agent             

(Johanson and Vahlne, 1977). In order to avoid unnecessary and excessive risks for their              

company, managers generally decide to make small investments, and the choice of markets,             

especially for small firms, is made carefully. 

 

2.2.2 Internationalization types 

 

2.2.2.1 Internationalization through exports 

 
The internationalization through exports is proper to each enterprise, and will vary depending             

on several variables.  

On one hand, the positive association between exporting and productivity is explained            

through a selection mechanism, whereby the more productive firms enter into the export             

market. On the other hand, there is the possibility of learning-by-exporting - exporters may              

learn from their foreign contacts, adopting new production technologies and enhancing           

productivity and performance (Salomon and Shaver, 2005). Thus, exports seem to be more             

focused on companies that design products, and are highly productive, while services and less              

productive companies export less.  

For innovative companies, it seems easier to export abroad because they create a competitive              

advantage through innovation, and they are more likely to break into the market. Thus,              

innovation activity may have a direct effect on the export decision. Firms may start              

operations abroad in search for greater demand for their new products, or in order to spread                

out the research and development (R&D) costs over the larger sales volumes (Cassiman and              

Golovko, 2011). However, some innovative enterprises and mainly SMEs won’t have the            

needed resources and capabilities in order to go overseas and to export their product or               

service. So, they start from the home-based innovation, and incrementally grow up with the              

opportunity to internationalize through exportation (Vernon, 1979).  
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Exportation is usually preceding another way of internationalizing for the firm: FDI. 

 

2.2.2.2 Internationalization through FDI 

 

There are 2 types of FDIs: horizontal and vertical. The first is characterized by companies               

that decide to duplicate their activities in another country (the host country), like those              

present in their country of origin. The processes are the same in both countries, but each plant                 

produces for its local market (Protsenko, 2003). As a result, this form of FDI is an alternative                 

to export, which allows companies to be immediately present in the markets they seek to               

penetrate, and thus avoid transport costs (Tülüce and Doğan, 2014). These FDI horizontals             

are also called "FDI market-seeking". 

Vertical FDIs are more strategic for companies that only seek to duplicate a small portion of                

their production in other countries. The goal for them is to find the companies that offer them                 

the best conditions. For example, cheaper assembly prices in one country will outsource them              

to that country. This type of FDI involves a third country, the country of export of products or                  

services (Doan, 2009). 

When there is an increasement of the FDI within the company, it is most of the time followed                  

by an improvements of the exportations for the company (Pfaffermeyr, 2000).  

This purchasing permits the company to open a new branch in the host country.  

  

2.3 Drivers of internationalization 

 
The normal comportement of SMEs used to be to remain inside of their national market while                

pursuing their development but nowadays this situation as evolved and this approach is not              

the only possibility considered (Pleitner, 1997). The decision of international development           

usually comes from either internal or external factors. 

There are plenty of drivers that can explain the internationalization of SMEs. One of the main                

theory proposed in literature represents these drivers under the Push Pull Model. It makes a               

distinction between proactive pull factors and reactive push factors as drivers categories in             

internationalization of companies (Albaum 2002).  
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2.3.1 Push drivers 

 

The Push forces are related to negative conditions impacting the Swedish SME context.             

These factors are usually internal to the firm and exert pressure on the company to               

internationalize with negative conditions in the home market including a number of factors             

like saturated market, low market growth, or an increase of competition (Evans and al.,              

2008). Push drivers are usually issued from an entrepreneurial perspective and follows            

Schumpeter idea of “creating opportunities” especially in the case of innovative firms. The             

apparition of push factors may therefore be pushing or accelerating SMEs internationalization            

to exploit international opportunities, especially when domestic market inertia is consuming a            

lot of efforts from the SME (Bloodgood and al., 1996). However, strategies against             

competitors would vary in relation to the firm’s internal drivers like resources and assessment              

of differing competitive and environmental forces. 

 

2.3.1.1 Managers international experience 

 

Etemad (2004) characterizes these push factors under different categories of drivers pushing            

through internationalization. He firstly identifies the impact of manager on this decision with             

factors like international vision, experience and education having an impact on decisions.            

Previous researches agree to consider the impact of manager exposure to foreign markets on a               

firm's internationalization behaviors (e.g., Angelmar and Pras, 1984; Brooks and Rosson,           

1982; Ganier, 1982). Different characteristics have been found as a way to predict strategic              

approach to internationalization including: the extent to which the manager had engaged in             

foreign travel; the number of languages spoken by the manager; and whether the decision              

maker was born abroad, lived abroad or worked abroad (Meisenbock, 1988). Research made             

on top management raised awareness on management as a shared effort in an organization,              

and that organizational behaviors are more something of collective than influenced by the             

CEO alone. The relation between top management experience and organizational outcomes is            

even more powerful in SMEs, since in SMEs the founding team has a more dominant role                

(Chandler and Hanks 1994). According to Zucchella (2007), the role of the previous             

experience of the entrepreneur and especially of their international experience, frequently           

nurtured in internationally oriented family firms on one side or in multinational/foreign firms             
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on the other, was found significant. The development of personal business contacts abroad is              

identified as an important driver of internationalization decision and time with the            

entrepreneur founding a new firm and getting access to vital information exchange for the              

start up. In this research the role of networks is also mentioned but without being supported                

due to a lack of previous researches and difficulties to capture information about their              

existence. 

 

2.3.1.2 Economies of scale and scope 

 

Then, there are operations related factors, with motives like achieving economies of scale and              

scope or the possibility of having lower costs and prices for a higher quality (Grant, 2010). 

Economies of scale, have been made more widely possible with the advancement of             

communications networks and transportation systems which made the division of labor and            

the diffusion of knowledge emerge at an international level (Suga, 2005). As a result, external               

market development is considered as a way of decreasing costs that have important             

cross-border effects. International development to external market also has as an impact in             

the specialization of countries which tend to be weakened by increasing of international             

spillovers. Suga (2005) explains that the size of a country measured with the country’s              

endowment of productive factor is the determinant of its comparative advantage. The            

comparative advantage in the good produced is held by the larger country. His research has               

showed that whether or not the smaller country gains depend on its pattern of specialization,               

however the larger country always gains from trade. If the level of international spillovers is               

sufficiently high then the country can enjoy international economies of scale and            

productivity gains from international spillovers. As mentioned currently, the division of labor            

and the crossborder diffusion of knowledge are the major sources of internationally            

decreasing costs. Melitz (2003) research shows that firm will start to export if their              

productivity exceeds a certain threshold and suggests two possible channels for spillover            

effects. The first one as the “productivity effect” explains that internationalization of other             

firms could affect firms productivity on the domestic market. With an effect positive and              

large enough, it will increase productivity over a certain threshold and the non-exporting firm              

will start exporting. The second one talks about the impact of internationalization of firms on               

this threshold due to the extensive information available for domestic companies, spillovers            
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can impact the perceived level of costs related to internationalization and drive non-exporting             

firms to internationalization. 

Next, cost economies can be divided into two categories. Firstly as a result of new markets                

being opened up, fixed costs can be shared across more products. In this case, economies of                

scale will happen. In innovative industries where development costs are high, economies of             

scale and scope may be vital for survival otherwise it would not be possible to recover high                 

development costs by selling products in their home markets. Secondly, economies happen            

by replicating the knowledge-based assets learned in previous international experience and           

avoiding mistakes done previously which has for effect to reduce cost of international             

development (Grant, 2010) 

 

2.3.1.3 Competition 

 

Additionally there are some competition related factors, such as avoiding intense domestic or             

achieving lower competition in new markets. In a lot of markets, domestic competition grows              

so fierce to the extent that companies consider foreign markets so attracting. The increasing              

choice of products and services available to customers increases competition in domestic            

markets and speeds up product volatility which push companies to export to new markets              

(Julien, 2001). SMEs with international activities grow faster than SMEs on the domestic             

market and internationally developed SMEs tend to be more productive and profitable than             

those limited to their domestic market, which motivates SMEs’ internationalization (Buckley,           

1997) 

 

2.3.2  Pull drivers 

 

Then Pull factors are proactive factors related to opportunities in the environment like             

attractive markets, knowledge of potential markets or unfulfilled demand. 

They consist in a set of drivers commonly found in the environment and external to the firm                 

that, if exploited, would enhance competitiveness of the company or provide attractive            

incentives for it to internationalize. They attract the company by providing incentives, or             

potential benefits of larger and richer international markets. Pull factors are based on Kirzner              
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theory of entrepreneurial firm responding to the “attraction of international opportunities”           

(Kirzner, 1973).  

 

2.3.2.1 Growth opportunities 

 

This attraction of international opportunities is mainly characterized by an unfulfilled demand            

in an international market. Various drivers are identified as components of pull factors. With              

the liberalization of international markets, it is easier to be present and export on international               

markets which allows to avoid direct and intense competition with expanded opportunities            

abroad. Łoboda (2007) explains that the increasing globalisation of the economy is a driver of               

firms international development. It has a huge positive impact on small and medium-sized             

enterprises as it creates the possibility of a rapid internationalization and increased pace of              

development of their competencies for these firms evolving on a local scale. Then the              

evolution of information and communication technologies as a driver makes it easier for             

SMEs to manage operations on international markets and break the barrier of time and              

distance as communication and information can be transferred instantly.  

 

3.3.2.3 Market characteristics 

 

Another pull driver is the attraction for ressources and partners which represents an             

opportunity as it would shorten the internationalization process and allow survival in            

competitive markets (Etemad, 2004). Obłój (2002) talks about the location of the market as              

an important natural sources of competitive advantage, with an emphasis on the location of              

production and sales, and access to resources. Businesses can therefore internationalize their            

production capacities in order to benefit from cheaper labour costs than in their home market               

or to gain from an higher degree of specialization and benefit from these two possibilities of a                 

competitive advantage. Gorynia (2007) defines the following categories of drivers that           

stimulate a firm to go international. First of all, market oriented drivers with factors like               

GDP, lifestyle, consumers preferences or development of advertisement. Then cost related           

factors are identified with technological progress, economy of scale, development of           

international shipping, shorter product life cycle, R&D costs increase or opportunities in            

newly industrialized countries. Gorynia also defines governmental factors as a driver with the             
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removal of tariff barriers and non-tariff barriers, the development of a world trade institution,              

establishment of several economic institutions, privatization and denationalization of many          

industries or the implementation of a free market system. The competitive factors being             

drivers of internationalization is also widely talked about with opportunities for global            

alliances, increasement of global structures of international interdependence, the appearance          

of born global firms or the increasement of the number of countries on competitive markets.               

Finally, other additional factors like revolutionized IT and telecommunications market seen           

previously with Etemad (2004) theory or facilities to business travels and globalization of             

financial markets. Rymarczyk (2012) develops the idea that the situation in a foreign market              

is the driver having the most significant impact on the decision of internationalization or              

staying in the home market. Wach (2015) explains that export is worth undertaking in case of                

a short geographical distance of the market with potential low entry barriers as well as import                

supported by a country of destination. In a foreign market, factors like favourable economic              

conditions, a weak currency, low production costs, small competition and great market            

potential, favourable political conditions like stability, support of foreign direct investments           

and low political risk will drive a firm to make their internationalization decision (Wach,              

2015).  
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3. Methodology 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The purpose of this part introduce the method and methodology used through our research. 
To conduct our study we used a qualitative method. Our empirical data has been gathered 
through semi structured interviews of Swedish Innovative SMEs Managers. This chapter 
explains how we conducted our research and what questions we were looking to ask in order 
to gather some empirical findings. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

3.1 Research Philosophy 

 
The two main paradigms for a research are the positivism and the interpretivism.             

Interpretivism is introducing the subjectivity of the authors, which means that they do their              

own interpretation about the data they collect. Positivism aims to be totally objective and the               

authors point of view should not be taken into account (Ryan, 2018).  

Therefore, a qualitative method and open-ended questions are often associated with the            

interpretivism; we thus decided to follow an interpretivist method. Indeed, we wanted to             

bring our own judgement of what our interviewees had told us, because each of our               

interviewees had their own experience and their own point of view can differ from one to                

another. We could therefore interpret each interview constructed through our own reflexivity            

(Winit-Watjana, 2016).  

 

3.2 Research approach  

 

According to Kvale (1983) a qualitative approach can be defined as "an interview, whose              

purpose is to gather descriptions of the life-world of the interviewee with respect to              

interpretation of the meaning of the described phenomena". We therefore believe that this             

approach is much more appropriate to the subject as each company has its own factors in                

terms of internationalization, which is why we have decided not to limit their answers, and to                

ask open questions. We also believe that it is not appropriate and relevant to give figures to                 

explain our results, but rather images and words. Every company can have its own point of                
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view, and can have a very own perception of what pushed or pulled them to go international.                 

Hence, a qualitative research is something that corresponds to the answers we are seeking. 

From then on, we are able to gather different groups of responses and relate them together in                 

order to estimate a general trend.  

 

3.3 Research strategy  

 

Abductive reasoning is a way of elaborating a theory from theoretical facts and potential              

phenomena. It is created through a model of inference, coming from an integration and a               

justification of ideas found from a theoretical background (Raholm, 2010). According to            

Peirce (2000), the abductive reasoning is the only solution to introduce new ideas, to go               

beyond the existing researches, and aims to respond to research questions by introducing             

these new elements. It is therefore used in order to accept the validity of a hypothesis, and to                  

answer to the research questions. In this sense, abductive reasoning is not a discovery of a                

result by luck, but it provokes the answers wanted by the researchers (Minnameier, 2004) 

To conduct the abductive reasoning of our thesis, we have first written a theoretical              

background, that is to have a perfect idea of the field we work on, and we can deduce                  

research questions from this theories. Then, we needed to have interviews and interviewees             

who were able to answer our questions and to give us some response elements to these                

questions. Finally, we have analyzed all these results to elaborate our theory, and have clear               

answers to our question.  

There are different ways of conducting a research: exploratory, descriptive or explanatory.            

For our research, we have used an exploratory way of searching. An exploratory research is               

created to obtain findings and seek insights and assess phenomena in a new light (Robson,               

2002). Here, our goal is to explore and find answers to what makes SMEs want to go abroad                  

and become international.  

  

3.4 Method data collection  

 

3.4.1 Semi structured interviews 
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In our thesis we have used semi structured interviews as a way to provide the opportunity to                 

generate rich data and understand perception and values of the interviewee. The success of              

this type of interview is mainly based on the depth and extent of willingness to share                

information from the interviewee (Jones, 1985). From the interviewer perspective, this           

method relies on their interpersonal skills and their ability to establish a relationship and              

rapport with the interviewee. The semi structured interview is a method with different             

weaknesses and strengths. Denscombe (2007) research talks about an “Interviewer effect” to            

show that interviewee answers differently depending on their perception of the interviewer.            

The sex, the age, and the ethnic origins of the interviewer are identified as factors that have                 

an impact on the amount of information interviewee are willing to share and their honesty.               

Gomm (2004) expresses the idea that the interviewee’s responses are influenced by what they              

think the situation requires. To ensure that interviewer and interviewee are clear about the              

subject it was therefore important to make clear at the beginning of the interview what the                

purpose and topics are to put the interviewee at ease. Another weakness of this interview               

style is that interviewee may say what they think the interviewer wants to hear. However this                

comportment depends on the nature of the topics discussed. It was then our responsibility as               

researchers to sort evidence from the data gathered and determine what is credible and can be                

reliable. Gomm (2004) describes the cooperative nature of the interview as a “fact-producing             

interaction”. For this reason, a responsibly engaged researcher would help the interviewee            

describe perceptions that would otherwise be considered irrelevant from mentioning. We           

therefore aimed to develop an intimate, trusting and empathetic relationship where           

respondents would feel able to disclose truthful and deep information. Semi structured            

interviews are also considered as a way to provide rich, original voices which can be used to                 

construct research narratives that gives the method its invaluable quality.  

 

3.4.2 Interview preparation 

 
Through our research, we wanted to interview companies and managers on the reasons of              

their international development and their perceptions of the drivers that motivate this            

internationalization. We have considered the importance of interviewing multiple persons in           

the same company and also interviewing managers working in companies evolving in            

different fields of activity. Therefore we aimed to conduct our interviews that way. The              
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positions of interviewees we were aiming for are international business managers, growth            

managers and expansion specialists evolving in innovative SMEs. 

 

3.5 Sampling method  

 
3.5.1 Non-probability sampling 

 
There are a lot of different types of sampling in order to interview people. Unlike in the                 

quantitative method, qualitative research implicates to use a non-random way of choice of             

participants. In this way, we chose to work on a non-probability study which involves a               

judgement from the researchers when it comes to select their interviewees (Henry, 1990). In              

our case, the interviewees were carefully selected with the confidence that they could             

properly answer our questions and provide us with answers. That’s why we consider that our               

research is a made from a purposive sampling. 

 

3.5.2 Purposive sampling 

 

A purposive sampling is the fact of choosing participants taking into account many             

characteristics and not interviewing as many people as possible just to reach a quota (Tansey,               

2007). The goal is to have the information needed and to be sure that the interviewee will                 

respond to criterias defined by the researchers previously, and whose experience will bring             

relevant information to the subject, and possibly new outcomes that were not expected from              

the researchers. 

Here we conducted our thesis in such a way to take into account these specific characteristics                

and to answer equally specific questions. Hence, we defined a scope of criterias to select the                

companies and interviewees in order to have the answers we needed.  

 

3.5.3 Choice of participants 

 

In order to select potential interviewees to answer our questions, different criterias needed to              

be respected for us to contact these companies. We used 4 main criterias to define the scope                 

of these firms. First of all, the company needed to be innovative which as defined earlier can                 
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be understood as companies with one of the following component: “Production or adoption,             

assimilation, and exploitation of a value-added novelty in economic and social spheres:            

renewal and enlargement of products, services, and markets; development of new methods of             

production; and establishment of new management systems.” (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010).           

Then, our second criteria is a geographic one. As delimited previously, our research is only               

based on Swedish born companies that started their activities in the Swedish market.             

Additionally, the next criteria of selection was that these companies were SMEs which are              

defined in our study by Small and Medium Enterprises that are independent firms with 500 or                

fewer employees according to Lu and Beamish (2001). Finally as a last criteria, we defined               

that the interviewee must work in a company that was at the moment of the research in some                  

form of  internationalization process. 

Then in order to get as much quality answers from our interviewees as possible, we were                

looking at companies that are already developed in in foreign markets. That way, our idea has                

been to understand internationalization from the perspective of a manager in the Swedish             

market to learn more about the drivers that are internal to the company and also some of the                  

drivers, opportunities and limitations of the Swedish market. In this configuration our choice             

of interviewee was in priority international expansion managers. Then, we tried to interview             

another person of the company at another hierarchical level. We aimed for managers working              

more closely with a specific market in order to learn more about the drivers and opportunities                

of this external market that led to the internationalization decision and also cross results with               

information given by the first interviewee of this firm. We managed to conduct this double               

interviews in one of the seven companies we interviewed. Due to difficulties to reach more               

persons in the same companies, it is the only time we managed to achieve this. The main                 

factor about this situation was the lack of employees dedicated to internationalization in             

firms, with usually only one manager working within international expansion. 

The strategy used in order to find our interviewees was part of and extensive research of                

innovative SMEs on the Swedish market. This research was mainly conducted online through             

professional social networks like LinkedIn that has proved to be our most successful way to               

reach companies. To find our interviewees we also looked at the different coworking space              

present in Sweden and the list of their members. However, this type of research has been                

unsuccessful and we had negative to no results at all, even for coworking space of the                

Jönköping area (Science Park; GRO36) where we wanted to conduct face-to-face interviews.            
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Finally another way to find and raise our awareness about innovative companies was to go               

into shops and supermarkets to find innovative products and companies that would be             

interesting for us to interview. 

Below is a list of the firms and managers summarized in a table, that have been interviewed                 

for our thesis. 

 

No Company Position Industry Interview 
Method 

Location 

1 NICKS International 
Expansion Manager 

Healthy Snacks Phone Call Stockholm; Sweden 

2 VOI 
TECHNOLOGY 

City Launcher 
(Expansion) 

Transport/Mobility Phone Call Stockholm; Sweden 

3 VOI 
TECHNOLOGY 

Expansion Specialist Transport/Mobility Phone Call Stockholm; Sweden 

4 COALA International 
Business Manager 

Health devices Phone Call Gothenburg; Sweden 

5 ADFENIX Growth Manager Online Advertising Phone Call Gothenburg; Sweden 

6 KNOWLY Business Developer Online learning 
platform 

Phone Call Gothenburg; Sweden 

7 VIDISPINE Growth Manager Cloud solution Phone Call Stockholm; Sweden 

8 DREAMS Growth Manager Financial Services Phone Call Stockholm; Sweden 

 

 

3.6 Interview design  

 

After our first contact and few exchanges with our interviewees through professional social             

media and emails, a time and date would be found for us to conduct this interview over the                  

phone. At the beginning of the interview, we first introduced ourselves and our respective              

background and have a small conversational chat to start building a trust relationship with the               

interviewee. After that, we introduced our research topic and all of its components in order               

for the interviewee to understand the scope of the questions that would be asked and the                

reasons that pushed us to conduct this research. Once the objective of the interview was clear                

we would let the interviewee know that this interview would be recorded and the information               

shared collected to be used in our thesis. At the same moment we would remember the                
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interviewee that the length of the interview should be of approximately 30 minutes to make               

sure he had booked sufficient time for it. 

Our interviews started with some general questions to go to more specific questions related to               

the core of our subject. Our first question of the interview usually was: “Can you give us                 

some general information about your position and the company you are working in?” With              

that question we wanted to make sure that the interviewee felt confident about his ability to                

answer to questions and develop his ideas. Then the questions would focus on gathering              

information about the international situation of the company. That way we would get more              

knowledge on their position on the Swedish market when they made this decision, but also               

where they decided to internationalize first and why or also information about the barriers              

they could have encountered. Then, a question about the form of internationalization            

followed would be asked before going to questions about the drivers of internationalization,             

both regarding the internal and external markets but also about drivers internal to the              

company. 

 

Below is our interview guide that helped us structure our questions and develop new ones if                

necessary during the interview. 

 

1- Can you give us some general information about your position and the company              
you are working in? 
  
2- Could you talk to us about the current international situation of your company and               
how it evolved since its creation? 
  
3-    Why did you go for internationalization/have not internationalized yet? 
  
4- Could you tell us about any barriers you have met while trying to internationalize               
your company? 
  
5- In which country did you start to internationalize and what were the main reasons               
of choosing this market more than another? 
  
6- What was your position on the domestic market (Sweden) when you decided to              
internationalize? 
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7- Which structural form of internationalization did you follow (i.e. export, sales            
offices, foreign direct investment)? 
  
8- Could you tell us about the factors internal to the company that can have an impact                 
on your internationalization decision ? 
 
8.1- Would you consider that the international background of the managers had an             
impact on the internationalization decision and how did it impact your company? 
  
9- Could you tell us about the Swedish market drivers, opportunities and limits that               
lead you to internationalize to new markets? 
  
10- Could you tell us about the drivers and advantages you were looking for by                
internationalizing to new foreign markets?  
 

3.7 Data collection  

 

3.7.1 Primary data collection 

 
We used semi structured interviews for the primary data collection. This method allows the              

interviewees not to limit their response, and to be able to expand on the subject as they wish,                  

and thus be able to give more detailed answers. Some questions were sometimes not asked               

because the interviewee was able to answer them before we asked. On the other hand, we                

were also able to ask questions based on the interviewee's answers and the context of the                

interview. 

These interviews were all conducted by phone calls, and we interviewed each person             

individually and without them being able to consult each other. We decided to conduct each               

interview with the two of us, so that we would not miss any information and if any of us was                    

thinking about a question he would be able to ask it. Being in pairs was also a way to have                    

two devices to record the interview, and while a person took notes, the other was conducting                

the interview. 

Each of the interviews provided us with many answers to our questions, and allowed us to go                 

beyond the theoretical frame we had.  
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3.7.2 Secondary data collection 

 

Secondary data refers to all research materials such as articles and books that have already               

been published by researchers (Myers, 1997). It is found in databases, governmental            

websites, records from agencies. Here, we extracted our secondary data from websites            

provided by our universities that are Primo Library, and Cairn. Our goal was to find all the                 

matching articles, theories and model that could help us to elaborate our theory.  

 

3.7.3 Literature Review 

 
Our literature review was written based on information found in secondary data. We used              

peer-reviewed articles found on websites provided by our online university libraries, namely            

JIBS Library and Kedge Library, as well as some articles found on Google Scholar. To find                

the articles we needed, we used as main keywords: Internationalization, Drivers, SMEs,            

Innovation, Swedish market, Push and Pull Model, and Uppsala Model. From the found             

articles, we also used some of the sourced references to help us to enlarge our research.  

To have the most relevant articles related to our subject, we thought it was important to have                 

recent articles to define a contemporary trend for our study, as the market is always evolving.                

However, some timeless models have been also used in order to generate a basis for future                

studies.  

 
3.8 Data analysis 

 
By analyzing our empirical findings, we aimed to identify similar answers and differences             

between each interviewees of our sample. The first step of our data analysis was to do the                 

transcription of the empirical data gathered from our interviews. This primary data was first              

read through and analyzed to identify the main trends from each questions answers. Each              

question and their related answer was then put together and similarities highlighted on a              

separate document. In order to make it clear for ourselves we decided to use a color code that                  

helped us to identify and gather similar information given by all of our interviewees. The               

secondary data coming from the literature review was then used to find any similarities and               

differences with interviews results.  
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3.9 Ethical considerations 

 

In order for the reader to assess the trustworthiness of our research, four main criterias being                

the credibility, the transferability, the dependability and the confirmability are presented           

below. 

 

Credibility 

 

Credibility refers to the confidence that can be placed in the truth of the research findings                

(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). In our research, the strategy used for credibility was mainly              

triangulation using different data sources in order to get a credible result. Another strategy we               

applied was persistent observation. By constantly reading and rereading our data collected we             

insured our ability to analyze them and theorize on our findings in order to compare them                

with previous theories and provide a sufficient depth of insight. 

 

Transferability 

 

Transferability is the degree to which the results of the led qualitative research do not only                

apply for the selected participants, but can be valid for other respondents (Korstjens and              

Moser, 2018). The results provided by our interviewees were very general and do not only               

include their own point of view. They all talked about the current state of Swedish innovative                

SMEs and the state of the Swedish market. Moreover, the responses resulted were very              

similar from an interviewee to another, which can rely the transferability of the thesis. On the                

other hand, we gave the readers our explanations about the approach, the purposive sampling              

and the targeted groups we had chosen. From then, This research can be used by future                

researchers in order to complete a same research approach. 

 

Dependability 

 

Dependability is considered as the stability of the research findings over time and their              

consistency (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). In our research we then aimed at explaining every              

steps of the study process and motives. So that, if another future research was conducted on                
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this subject, the researcher would have all the elements available to be able to find similar                

results. External audit of our research were conducted during our seminar sessions with our              

tutor and other thesis writers in order to collect feedbacks. 

 

Confirmability 

 

Confirmability is the degree to which the results of the research can be confirmed by the                

other researchers. The goal is to determine that the data and interpretations are not from               

author's imagination, but are result of the data collected (Korstjens and Moser, 2018). 

Here, we wrote our data only according to our interviews results, and none of them are part of                  

the imagination of any of the writers. We provided interview quotes as proof of the               

confirmability of the study and thus our results can be confirmed by any researcher, as well                

as we explained that these quotes are from professional carefully selected.  
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4. Empirical findings 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 
This chapter introduces the data gathered through our interviews. Firstly, a presentation of 
the companies interviewed is done in order to understand their background. Then the 
answers of the interviewees are gathered by themes to reflect the structure of our frame of 
reference. This part aims at getting a clear overview of the drivers of internationalization of 
the Swedish Innovative SMEs from the perspective of our interviewees from different 
companies. 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

4.1 Interviewees 

 
4.1.1 Company 1: VOI Technology  

 
VOI technology is a company that was born in August 2018 in Stockholm. It has made                

electric scooters transportation accessible in cities that users can rent through a mobile             

application created by the company, which is available for Android and IOS device owners.              

VOI therefore seeks to put in place a way to move quickly by avoiding traffic, noise and                 

pollution (VOI Technology, 2019). After being settled in Stockholm, VOI decided to go             

abroad and “from then, they have launched in 18 cities in 9 countries”, their goal being the                 

first and most successful electric scooters rental company in Europe.  

 

4.1.2 Company 2: Nick’s  

 
Nick’s is a Stockholm based company that sell sugar free confectionery snacks, ice cream,              

stevia drop and other sweetening types of products such as sugar free honey for example.It               

was created in 2013, but was “reborn in 2017” when they decided to make a move from the                  

specialty health stores to the general stores. This period correspond to the moment their              

products became more attractive to the general public and they did a rebranding. In 2017 with                

the arrival of an International expansion manager, they changed their approach regarding            

international, being more strategic than opportunistic regarding their growth. 
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4.1.3 Company 3: Coala Life  

 
Coala Life is a Gothenburg based SME, born in 2014, by Swedish entrepreneurs and              

physicians, that wanted to change the way of analyzing heart health. However, despite its              

creation, it cannot immediately commercialize its products, and is waiting to receive            

certifications allowing it to enter the market, something done in 2017: Coala begins to sell its                

products in Sweden. In just a few months, Coala became a highly respected company in               

Sweden, receiving many prestigious awards from the government and health and innovation            

associations. In 2018, it began selling its products to Swedish hospitals, and obtained funding              

to enable it to continue to grow, and announced in 2019 that it has secured $10 million to                  

expand its services in the USA in the near future (Coala Life, 2019). 

 

4.1.4 Company 4: Adfenix 

  

Adfenix is a company specialized in advertising for real estate agency. Real estate agents who               

wants to sell a property can use their services to find more buyers and to convince more                 

sellers to sell their property. They are doing targeted ads with artificial intelligence for real               

estate brokers. It was founded in 2014 in Gothenburg and is now developed across the globe                

in markets like Norway, Finland, Denmark, United Kingdom, Australia and currently setting            

up offices in the United States. 

 

4.1.5 Company 5: Vidispine  

 

Vidispine is a cloud solution for media assets management. Their customers are broadcasters             

for TV channels, private companies and bigger multinationals tech companies that create a lot              

of content pictures and videos for advertising. They supply them with a platform as a service                

to manage those files. It is a company based in Stockholm and created in 2009. Nowadays                

there are 40 people working for Vidispine within their main office in Stockholm and other               

people working in their London office as well. 
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4.1.6 Company 6: Knowly  

Knowly is a Gothenburg based SME, composed of 7 employees, who aims to make it easier                

for people, after a training, to keep going and to memorize what they learnt. Basically, users                

create a plan in order to set their goal, to evaluate the possible obstacles they can encounter,                 

and chose a partner to help them to organize not to forget about what they learn. Then, a                  

personal assistant do a follow-up, and to set new goals (Knowly, 2019). Today, Knowly have               

set a number of 200 active users in Sweden, and decided to go to the UK to expand its                   

activity. 

 

4.1.7 Company 7: Dreams 

Dreams is a saving and investment application that helps users to save money, to achieve               

their dreams. The application is built in a way that the experience and user interface help the                 

user to spare their financial resources and then afterwards start investing the money. Founded              

in 2015 in Stockholm, the company count today 50 employees from 14 different nationalities              

split between there offices in Stockholm and Oslo where their product is currently available.  

4.2 Internationalization decision  

The purpose of our interviews was to understand what drove these Swedish startups and              

SMEs to move abroad and become international. We have sought to understand why             

companies decided to internationalize, and at what point in their history. We have also sought               

to find out whether these companies were more attracted to one country or another, and why.                

Finally, we also wanted to know what form of internationalization they had chosen.  

4.2.1 Call of internationalization 

Before going deep into the drivers of internationalization for the Swedish innovative SMEs,             

we wanted first to have their first impression regarding what made them first going              

international. Three different factors came up that pushed companies to internationalize in the             

first place. Most of our interviewees first highlighted the fact that Sweden is a sparsely               

populated country and therefore its market is very quickly limited. For example, an             

international business manager explained that: 
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“The insight for Swedish company it’s a lot about the home market being too small. You                

cannot achieve the scale that you need to bring the product to market profitably, so it’s really                 

important to look really early to internationalize.” 

 

On the other hand, it was also reported that the size of the Swedish market, and in particular                  

the small number of large cities, meant that the market was quickly saturated and that there                

was no room to grow. As a city launcher explained:  

“In order to make it work and grow we needed to go somewhere else super quick because the                  

market compared to August last year is quite saturated because they’re a lot of companies               

emerging from everywhere.” 

On the other hand, some interviewees highlighted the fact that they always wanted to go               

abroad in order to take over Europe, or sometimes the world, and that it has been always a                  

plan to go international after having taken Sweden. A growth manager said:  

 

“It was logical to go to the US as they are the number one market regarding of everything.                  

It’s massive. It’s natural to go to the US market when you’ve done good results in other                 

smaller markets.” 

Another growth manager went even deeper in his explanation, and explained that Sweden             

was not even part of the real plan of his company by saying:  

“We considered it as a test market to see if our platform, our communication, our strategy                

would fit what the market need and then spread to the rest of Europe.” 

The VOI Technology company was less fatalistic, and they prefer to show that their goal was                

not money but rather to share their ideal with the rest of Europe: 

“We’re only trying to revolutionize the mobility in Sweden firstly. We want to do this in the                 

entire world.” 

Finally, some have never really decided to internationalize, but have rather taken advantage             

of an opportunity that was available to them. An international expansion manager said:  
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“These international sales was just driven by being opportunistic at the time, it wasn’t so               

much strategy, we didn’t really planned the execution of it.” 

 

An international business manager has had part of the same speech by saying:  

 

“Sweden is also world known for innovation and medical devices so along these products are               

pulled also from abroad, so lots of opportunities come up.” 

 

4.2.2 The choice of the country 

 

Here, we have tried to identify a trend of countries to which Swedish SMEs were exporting at                 

the beginning of their internationalization process. Most companies decided to go to            

Scandinavia, and especially Norway for two principal reasons. The first one is obviously             

because of the geographical situation of the countries. Sweden and Nordics are            

geographically neighbors and it makes it easy to deal with. An international business manager              

said: 

 

“We chose Scandinavia and that was mostly because it’s close geographically so it’s easy to               

be very present in those markets.” 

However, Norway is chosen very often also because of its similarity with Sweden, as they               

seem to have a pretty close economic system as said a growth manager:  

“Norway because it is very similar to Sweden from the economic point of view.” 

And as an international expansion manager added they share a similar culture, that makes              

them very easy to go to because they have good relationships: 

“We decided first to actively grow in Norway, it was because we wanted to cover scandinavia                

that we consider as our home market, it's a very similar cultural background, we have good                

connections in the market.” 
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On the other hand, a lot of these companies decided to grew in UK and to expand their                  

activities there. And a business developer explained us the main reasons: 

“We first went to the UK market, mostly because the barriers to go to UK is lower as we                   

already speak English and our products are in English so we don’t have any translation to do                 

and it makes the cost lower too.” 

4.2.3 The chosen moment to grow 

In the previous section, we tried to established why did they go international. Here, we want                

to figure out what was the moment they’ve chosen to go abroad and to be international,                

regarding their position on the Swedish market. Most of them adopted the same logic and               

waited before going abroad. As an international business manager summed up:  

“I guess for these sized companies, it’s all about having the product ready, having paying               

customers, having a business that’s rolling to feel a bit of safety before the              

internationalization. So I would guess that the best way to describe is being established on               

the Swedish market.” 

However, some of them were not that cautious and decided to go as soon as the opportunity                 

came up. A growth manager said:  

“We considered it a test market to see if our platform, our communication, our strategy               

would fit what the market need and then spread to the rest of Europe.” 

Others did not have the choice, and it was more about their own company’s survival rather                

than the willingness to go abroad by themselves. A city launcher told us:  

“There are a lot of companies emerging from everywhere from all the countries (America,              

Asia). So our position by then was “hey we want to do this to take over the world with the                    

scooters” So the position by then was that we knew we were ready and there was the demand,                  

so we didn’t hesitate we just went through.”  

And an expansion specialist added:  
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“Everyone is racing the similar. We don’t know who the winner is yet because we are a few                  

different operators, a few of them are at the top.” 

4.2.4 The way of internationalization 

After having found out why, where and when they decided to go international, we wanted to                

know how they managed to expand their activities in other countries. As defined in the               

theoretical findings, we only took into account two different ways of going abroad. Here, two               

main manners emerged from the interviewed companies. First, most of them adopted an             

export model, by simply exporting their product into foreign markets. An international            

business manager told us: 

“It’s quite straight export basically, in most cases it is when it went through finding a local                 

partner to active distributor to have the product out there and actually having some support               

from them to improve the sales. So I would guess it’s a very sales approach.” 

An international expansion manager came up with the same idea for Nick’s. However, after              

having exported their products, they decided to go even further in this idea of              

internationalization by being represented directly on site. Thus, Nick’s decided to implant            

offices and staff directly in the country they are going to: 

“We started be exporting our product and now we have business strategy focus in europe but                

we are also launching in the US where we are making investments and setting up a new team                  

so there we have a little different approach.” 

On the other side, some companies, after having exported their products, had other             

opportunities and propositions. Through their noticeably higher visibility, other companies          

and people implanted in the country they went to, came to them in order to invest, as it has                   

been said for Adfenix, and its growth manager explained us: 

“Foreign Investments came after we went international because you need to prove that you              

are able to develop in different countries. Regarding Investors it’s a really good thing to be                

international.” 

Another growth manager had the same words and said: 
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“The more markets you are part of is very good for the company evaluation from investors.” 

4.3 Internationalization drivers 

4.3.1 Internal drivers 

In response to our question regarding the internal drivers to internationalization, the            

international development manager of Nick’s identified the investors requirements and the           

ambition for growth as drivers of internationalization and said that: 

“The owners and the financial ambitions they have is the main internal driver for us. Usually                

investors want to make sure of growth. Once you manage to get a market leading position in                 

your home country your always looking at what is next so growth is also an important                

driver.” 

She then talked more widely about the international background of managers and employees             

as an important important driver of internationalization.  

“Our founder live half of the year in the US which is why we decided early on to launch                   

there. People with new background help bringing new perspective.” 

This vision is mainly shared by all of interviewees. The city launcher at VOI talked more                

widely about this driver and explained: 

“We have incredible talents from companies like Google, UBER etc, that already have done              

successful launches, that we can only prosper from, and with these people working for VOI               

now, we can only take that as a help and we value what they can say. We’re trusting the                   

people we work with and we trust other people we have on board. That’s a big factor that                  

helped us here.” 

But according to the international business manager at Coala Life, international background            

impacts not only the decision to go international and the trust in the company but also the                 

chances of success. He justified: 

“I think it’s a common success as well to have mentors, advises, board members or               

colleagues that have actually done it before, because the connection, and the knowledge and              
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the cultural aspects are hard to actually get. When it’s done, it’s so important. If there’s an                 

experience in the company it’s a driver of success.”  

Then, the international background has also been identified as a drivers for different reasons              

such as an understanding of the culture of other countries and also an advantage from the                

language perspective and explaining that a team speaking english helps to develop to new              

countries. The growth manager at Adfenix told us: 

“It is important that everyone speak english, if we go to a non english speaking country it will                  

be very very tough for us. If we go to a country like Brazil we need to recruit a portuguese                    

speaker and that’s something to take in consideration.” 

“When customers have issues you need to have people than can provide an answer very               

quickly and that understand them and their culture. The language is extremely important as              

much as the culture understanding. In Scandinavia they don’t negotiate, it's not something             

common and we decided to set up a fixed price. However, in France it didn’t worked because                 

people are used to negotiate prices and have a discussion.” 

A business developer supported this idea by adding: 

“Since we have only english speaking employees language is not a barrier, and we also need                

to look at other markets.” 

Another driver identified as having an impact on the internationalization decision is related to              

the mindset of the company. A growth manager identified the importance of being able to               

adapt to new markets and unlearned what they know from the swedish market: 

“The main factor is to change the mindset of the company, we are not in Sweden anymore,                 

we are going global. Everything that we know might not work in another market. It is beyond                 

what we have been doing right now. We need to unlearn what we know.” 

A business developer added to the mindset the importance of being curious: 

“The most thing is the curiosity to go abroad. For all of us it’s exciting to see your product                   

abroad on another markets. It feels like becoming bigger as a company.” 
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Finally the last internal driver identified through our interviews was the motivation to share              

the company vision and spread their Innovation to be able to reach as many people as                

possible. This vision was shared by both of our interviewees from VOI technology. They              

even used a strong world as “revolution” to show how much they want to impact the market                 

and change the way to consume.  

“We want to change mobility for good, not only in Sweden but worldwide, and we have to do                  

it in Europe because it’s a huge market which is very dense, and people have a lot of money.                   

We can see a lot of potential about what we are doing in Europe, and we have big plans. Our                    

cities today are built for cars, and large cities today want to get away from cars. So we want                   

to be part of this revolution. We want to make it possible to go from A to B quickly without                    

pollution.” 

The second interviewee also shared this point of view but limited it with the market readiness                

to receive their innovation:  

“For us, it always have been to stand by our values and what we believe in, so we have very                    

very strong characteristics. A) It is about the environment, we are trying to decrease              

pollution. B) It is about the ethic of our company, we are trying to be correct, we are not                   

trying to force ourselves to a market that doesn’t want us.” 

4.3.3 Swedish market drivers 

When we asked about the Swedish market drivers of Internationalization, the interviewees            

highlighted many strengths and weaknesses that had an impact on their company’s behavior.             

The most shared factor between all the answers was the size of the Swedish market as a                 

driver. This factor is one of the reasons company turn their vision to internationalization as a                

city launcher of VOI acknowledged: 

“Sweden is not a big market. Stockholm has always been a city where ideas are created, but                 

when it goes out there, in order to make them more profitable, to make it more long term,                  

you have to expand. Sweden is nothing if you compare with other countries sizewise. For us                

from the beginning, when we started VOI we knew we were not going to stay in Sweden.” 
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The other employee from VOI confirmed this point of view but offered a more nuanced               

vision of the negative impact of the market size:  

“Of course there is a disadvantage because we can only scale up to a certain amount but                 

since we see European and not only Sweden it doesn’t really matter. Sweden is just one part                 

of the whole project.” 

A business developer acknowledged that the the market size could be a disadvantage but also               

saw a positive outcome to it as a way for companies to develop in a small market having                  

more room for taking risks and less outcome in the case of failure: 

“I think in our industry, we have this advantage here that we are already known in Sweden,                 

and we can ride on our wave. The best advantage was to start from small in Swedish market                  

and then when feeling confident we can start the product somewhere else.” 

A growth manager also talked about this market size and the position of Sweden as an                

innovative hub and explained that it had impact on the competition making it a very               

competitive market but with some benefits: 

“As I said the competition here is very high compared to other markets. There are so many                 

tech companies in this market and by definition it brings more competition to the table, but                

this competition is also good to make us work harder.” 

Then the next driver widely talked about as something leading to a quick opportunity to               

develop internationally is the quality of human resources available on the Swedish markets.             

In that perspective, interviewees agree to say that technical, digital and artistic skills are the               

ones that the Swedish market is probably the best to provide. A growth manager developed: 

“The main benefits to be in Sweden for a tech company is the amount of extremely qualified                 

developers that we can find here. As it’s a tech hub, you got so many things going around. So                   

when I face a situation that I’m not really sure how to solve, I’m sure there is gonna be 5-10                    

companies that are an email away to talk to and see what is the problem and how to solve it.                    

Also the Swedes are really good digitally.” 
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This vision was shared by another growth manager who valorized both engineering and             

design skills of Swedes: 

“Here, engineers are really good and design teams are really nice in Swedish Startups. It's               
something that we put a lot of resources on compared to other countries.” 

An international business manager told us that even if he shared the same idea, he felt some                 

downside were also here and some type of professions and human resources profiles were              

lacking on the Swedish market. He developed: 

“You have access to really really good science and scientific people, really good developers,              

really good technology people. But sometimes, you see also your company is a bit limited in                

access to really good commercial people.” 

Finally, the last main driver identified by multiple interviewees is the positive image from              

abroad, of companies born on this market and their ability to develop successfully on              

international markets. A growth manager said, related to that idea: 

“We have to differentiate ourselves to other and we need to be creative and show that you                 

are better than anyone else through communication. When going abroad we use the fact that               

we are Swedish as a way to convince people that we are legit and serious. While when we are                   

in Sweden we can say that we work in 16 countries.” 

An international expansion manager also added something in that sense: 

“The swedish mentality promote growth with the chamber of commerce and other            

organizations that can help you grow. When entering a new market, Sweden has a very good                

system. I think that it's an opportunity for a company to be born on the Swedish market more                  

than another since in our culture, society and system growth is really supported.” 

Another driver identified is the fact that the Swedish market is mainly an English speaking               

market which helps to develop to international markets. 

“Last, the Swedes in general are very good english speakers so it’s easy for communication               

with other markets.” 
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4.3.4 International markets drivers  

Finally, when asked about the international markets that had an impact on the             

internationalization decision, interviewees had some similar answers for the majority. The           

main driver that was revealed was to be able to increase market shares through growth               

opportunity. Interviewees also explained that the assessment of these opportunities was made            

regarding various factors like competition, sufficient customers or the possibility to have a             

return on the investment as the process to internationalize represent a consequent cost: 

“The structure of the market: if there are a lot of customers or it’s more a monopoly.” 

“It’s all about finding growth opportunities, and particularly for SMEs. It’s very important to              

find those customers.” 

“Increase you market share and return on money. You need a lot of investments.” 

“I think the main things that we took into consideration is the size of the market for our                  

product and the demand there.” 

The city launcher of VOI technology had a similar point of view but added the notion of                 

increasing brand awareness and acquiring data from new customers that was also mainly             

shared by interviewees: 

“Market share is the answer. Growth, but the main advantage is that we have new audience,                

more people, more downloads, everything, more visibility.” 

“And then it’s a way to increase your brand awareness and the more you enter new markets                 

the more people learn about your brand and the more people actively seek you.”  

“The main advantage to go to new market is that you learn a lot from new consumers since                  

it’s a new demand with new preferences, we use that consumer feedback to change our               

products.” 

“One other reason is to have more customer data, and you need more users. So I think it’s all                   

connected to this growth aspect.”  
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“To increase the awareness of the brand. If we succeed in a foreign market, it will also                 

increase awareness here on home market we think. So, by growing, people will know what               

Knowly is, and it will just grow the awareness of the brand.” 

Next, the financial capabilities of consumers has been identified as an important driver: 

“So that is what we are looking at and also the financial aspect. We have to remember that                  

Sweden is quite a rich country, everyone is doing okay so you can afford to take a scooter for                   

20kr, 30kr or even 50kr but not everyone can afford that. I don’t think that most people in                  

Greece can spend 50kr right now to take a scooter or in Spain where the unemployment is so                  

high. So it is financial and cultural.” 

“We have a look at what is there saving behavior, what is the economy there, the average                 

amount of income, how willing are they to trust new companies that are not from that specific                 

nationality to save money with us.” 

Finally, technological readiness of the market also represented a crucial driver for all the              

company having a digital part in their products or services: 

“Let’s say in Sweden we are very acceptable and adaptable to new technologies, it is not                

hard to teach people how to use a scooter. Everyone has an iPhone, everyone uses apps,                

everyone has a credit card so that they can use it in the app. Everyone is quite connected.                  

You come into some cultures that are maybe not as connected.” 

“Developed country regarding to technology.” 

“The second factor is the technological infrastructure of the country, Sweden is unbelievably             

great regarding that but we have to analyze what is the situation like in other markets.” 

4.4 Barriers to international development  

Despite a lot of motives that push these companies to internationalize, all of them              

encountered barriers when it was time to go abroad. First of all, they all said that the culture                  

are so different in every country that you have to adapt your offer to the way the people like                   
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in the country penetrated. For instance, a growth manager explained us that, with Adfenix,              

they needed to adapt to each country:  

“Then, Culture is very important, you always have to adapt and in some countries they will                

give a lot of importance to physical meetings. In the US most our meetings were online so far                  

and we’ve been able to sign some really good deals online which would have been impossible                

in other countries like Australia where you really need to meet people and spend time with                

them.” 

 

However, the local culture also induced different laws and regulations that it is also needed to                

adapt to, or simply some companies are prohibited from providing their services. City             

launcher and expansion specialist from VOI explained us their struggles: 

 

“We had to deal with political reasons that can prevent to operate somewhere, and there’s               

nothing you can do to avoid it.”  

 

“All the different laws in every country is different. You know the rights, to be allowed to just                  

put a scooter wherever you want you need to negotiate. Some countries are very positive to                

this because this is environmental friendly and will make you drive less cars. But some               

countries are not as positive because they think it looks ugly to have scooters all over the                 

streets, so we need to negotiate with every country separately and I think that it’s the biggest                 

obstacle to overcome.”  

 

Finally, some of these companies encountered issues while developing in a new country             

because of the difference of the difference in use of technology. A growth manager said: 

 

“The adoption of technology in a country, for example, in some cases if you go and tell                 

people that they will make money through social medias they don’t believe it even being able                

to prove it through results we had in other countries. Sometimes you have to wait that the                 

level of adaptation to technology evolve.” 
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Nevertheless, a business developer told us that, after having encountered a lot of issues, he               

now understands how they failed to develop in the UK, and he came out with a simple                 

solution to avoid the same type of mistakes for the next times: 

 

“We could have done much more research about the UK market about how people react,               

what people like, find that their mindset were not as the one on the Swedish market. But now                  

6 months later, it is not going as well as it was here on the Swedish market, and we realize                    

that we should have worked more on the branding and things related to marketing to               

increase the awareness on the market.” 

 

4.5 Empirical findings summary 

To summarize, our findings brought us up with verification of what has been said in the                

theoretical framework, but also brought us new ideas that we did not find through our               

literature review. First, it has been highlighted that many companies first wanted to go              

international because of the home market size. Some of them considered Sweden lacking of              

large cities to grow while others explained that due to this small scale it was hard to make a                   

profitable product in this market only. Then we also had insights on the timing of               

internationalization with some of our interviewees explaining that their goal of spreading            

their innovation to as many people as possible quickly had an impact on their decision. We                

also managed to get answers related to the first destination when going abroad with              

Scandinavian countries being in the majority the answer given but also United kingdom.             

According to these professionals, the internationalization decision can also be taken when            

some opportunities arise in a foreign market. Also competitors being able to seize this              

opportunity creates a sense of urgency in the international development with some            

interviewees talking about a race to develop their product and for market share. 
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5. Analysis 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In this chapter our empirical findings are analyzed and discussed in relation to the 
theoretical framework introduced in our thesis. The chapter first analyzes the relation 
between innovation and internationalization. Then it illustrates how international growth is 
impacted by the selection of the country and the timing of the decision. Finally, an in-depth 
analysis of the drivers of internationalization is done in the last part. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

5.1 Innovation and Internationalization 

5.1.1 A willingness to expand to bigger markets 

In part two, we came up with the purpose that the innovative SMEs wanted to internationalize                

for several reasons, and many drivers can push them to go abroad. We figured out that the                 

international SMEs wanted to grow and to be present on bigger markets because SMEs with               

international activities tend to develop more and to be more profitable (Buckley, 1997). It is               

very relevant for innovative industries, as they need always more incomes because of the              

high price of the development of their product, and they cannot achieve these objectives in               

their home country (Grant, 2010). 

Among the interviews we had, we received the same point of view. Knowly, Dreams,              

Adfenix and Coala Life all decided to go international because of the small size of Swedish                

market. They thought that, at this point, there was no point staying in it as they were already                  

done with this market and they needed to have a larger panel of customers to improve their                 

number of sales. Adfenix even wanted to take over the leading markets in the world, and                

since being globally accessible. From another perspective Dreams even considered Sweden           

as a test market to try-out their service and after evaluating its success, go abroad. 

Nick’s international expansion manager also stated that sometimes nothing is planned and            

that it is only when the opportunity arises that companies decide to try the experiment.               
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Indeed, for Nick's, it was never planned to internationalize at the base, but when they               

received proposals, they decided to respond to the offers made. 

5.1.2 Competition 

Moreover the innovative SMEs have to face a very high competition. As we reported in the                

literature review, nowadays, the choice is always increasing, and the customers can choose             

between lots of a same product. That can push them to go abroad to face lower competition                 

(Julien, 2001). 

The interviews brought us another point of view of this theory. Indeed, in the innovative               

industry every company aims to be the first implanted, otherwise they would not survive.              

According to this situation, they want to anticipate the other competitors and be the first on                

the market. The expansion specialist from VOI technology mentioned that a lot of companies              

started at the same time to rent electric scooters, and that is why they did not take more time                   

before going to other countries. 

In other cases, such as Nick’s and Dreams, they did not even have competition on the                

international and local markets, as they were doing something very new, so they did not have                

to take into account any kind of competition at the time they went abroad. However now, as                 

they are the only ones on the market, they receive several propositions from all over the                

world to develop their brands in other markets. 

5.1.3 Share of values 

During our interviews, we noticed that some of the companies did not even want to go abroad                 

for incomes or money purpose. Their first goal was to share the values they were creating                

through their product or service. For instance, VOI technology’s first goal is to create a new                

mobility for every people around Europe first, then around the world. They really want to               

implant electric scooters in order to make life easier for users, and have a sustainable and                

non-polluting mean of transport. It is linked with today’s situation; they want to change what               

goes wrong. They started their innovative activity to spread it to the entire world to make it                 

better. 
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5.2 First international expansion 

5.2.1 First country chosen 

We determine the first reasons that drive innovative Swedish SMEs to internationalize in the              

previous part. The interviewees then respond our questions about where they decided to go              

first and why. 

In our literature review, we stated that the SMEs tended to choose their host country in order                 

to gain specialization or to have lower costs of production (Gorynia, 2007). It seems not to                

match with our results, because our interviewees prefer going into countries where they can              

establish well and easily first, and they do not give so much prevalence to what they could                 

use in the country, but rather to the way in which they will be able to integrate into it. 

Most of them decided to stay in the Nordics, and especially in Norway. Indeed, Norway is a                 

neighbour country of Sweden, and shares a similar culture. Nick’s even consider Norway and              

Scandinavia as their home market. VOI expansion specialist stated that Norwegian and            

Danish markets are like Sweden. In fact, the geographic position and the cultural similarities              

make it very easy to be present in all of those markets as an interviewee said. Everything is                  

much easier when you are from a Nordic to develop to another one. 

Otherwise, the other interviewed companies preferred first going to the UK, as they do not               

have the language barrier. It makes it easier to develop a product and to have relationships                

with customers and workers on site. UK also provides them a much larger market than               

Scandinavia. 

5.2.2 Timing for internationalization 

In our research, we determined that the SMEs usually expand when they reach a threshold in                

their home country, because of a productivity that exceeds local demand, or because             

companies get information from other local exporting companies and they learn from them             

how to export (Melitz, 2003). Our interviews brought us the same ideas. As the Swedish               

market is too small and very quickly saturated, the SMEs need to internationalize in order to                

survive and to still have benefits. However, most of them first establish well in Sweden. For                
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the examples of VOI and Dreams, they decided to go abroad only when they realized how                

well their services went well on Swedish market. VOI also decided to take over Europe as                

they saw competition coming quickly, and that triggered their internationalization. 

Knowly on its side decided to take over the UK because they needed to gain customers as                 

their product was in English. They already had a customer base in Sweden and they realized                

they enjoyed their service. 

Nick’s did not really decide to go abroad, but they answered to opportunities that were               

offered to them, but at this time, they were covering 70% of the non-sugar food in Sweden. 

So, before going abroad it is important for SMEs to be well settled in their home country to                  

have something they can evaluate all the mistakes not to reproduce abroad, and they have               

gained experience doing it properly and entirely in Sweden. 

5.2.3 Internationalization through exports and FDI 

We also noticed that it was easier for innovative companies to export as they can penetrate                

easier into the market by creating their own competitive advantage, and so that they can               

export very early in their life (Cassiman, & Golovko, 2011). However, some of them need               

more time to earn money and resources enough before exporting, and start with home-based              

activity (Vernon, 1979). Exporting provides a lot of visibility to the brand, and it can spread                

the all innovation to the world by choosing the good markets. It has been the case for the                  

SMEs we interviewed. In Coala Life, they sold their product straight to new markets, VOI               

exported their service and scooters everywhere in Europe, and Knowly just went to fairs in               

London to introduce the service they were bringing in the UK.  

But then, by having enough visibility , SMEs can stimulate the interest of investors who then                

allow them to continue to expand by having more resources and thus they can export to other                 

countries, creating a virtuous circle. It is what happened with Dreams, they had good results               

in small and bigger markets, so they had investors for their service, so did Adfenix, which,                

after having trained on smaller markets, received investments as they proved they were able              

to develop on new markets.  
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These types of internationalization can be drivers for the companies, as they know that going               

abroad is a way of conquering new markets, and reach more visibility from potential              

investors. In this way, they are attracted to export to be in new markets and have this new                  

visibility, and potentially having new investments, that would allow the company to grow and              

to develop.  

We can therefore state that Swedish SMEs tend to first export their product in chosen               

markets, and then, after having proved their product is enjoyable enough for a good amount               

of people and profitable enough, they receive FDI that emphasize their internationalization. 

5.3 Drivers of internationalization  

In order to understand efficiently the drivers of internationalization of Swedish Innovative            

SMEs, 3 main categories have been elaborated. The first one as the internal drivers is               

analyzing the factors internal to the company related to internationalization of SMEs. Then             

the second one as Swedish market drivers is useful to understand the specific context,              

advantages and limits of this market we are studying and the drivers appearing form it.               

Finally, the external market drivers part help us understand the criterias of selections of a new                

market and the advantages an SMEs is looking to get by expanding to to this location. The                 

main drivers identified under these three categories are summarized using the graphic below             

and analyzed in the following parts of our thesis. 
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Figure 1: Main drivers of internationalization of Swedish Innovative SMEs 
 

5.3.1 Internal drivers  

In our theoretical framework, we talked widely on the impact of the international             

background of the team and managers as a crucial factor on the Internationalization decision.              

In fact, according to Etemad (2004) international vision, experience and education are all             

having an impact on the decisions. This proven to be entirely true after gathering the answers                

of our interviewees that where all unanim about this at different extent. An answer identified               

that not only the manager international experience was important but also the international             

backgrounds of the surrounding including mentors, advisors, board members and coworkers           

all having an impact. This experience is identified as a way to better understand cultural               

aspects and gather knowledge on foreign languages. Miesenbock (1988) explained that the            

number of languages spoken by the manager and whether the decision maker was born              

abroad, lived abroad or worked abroad were important factors too. An interviewee confirmed             

this theory explaining that the origin of their founder coming from the United States and               

living there half of the year definitely had an impact on their decision to go to this country                  

and created a sense of urgency to develop to new markets. Hiring the right people with                
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international background related to the country of expansion definitely seems to be an             

advantage and a driver to grow out of Sweden. It is a way to adapt your communication to the                   

targeted market that first goes by understanding their language to be able to establish there               

but also their culture to make sure that the strategy is correct. 

Then something we found out from our empirical findings is that the mindset of the company                

plays an important role on the internationalization decision. The company’s and managers            

mindset has to be turned to international development in order to start their growth. Two               

main factors related to that has been identified. The first one is curiosity. In order to expand                 

abroad you need to have the curiosity to see if your product is going to work in other markets                   

and what will be the differences and challenges with the home market. Then the second one                

is the need to adapt the mindset to the abroad market. If the company still consider it self as a                    

company on the Swedish company and not a global company it will then be less attracted to                 

develop to a new market. 

Finally the last driver identified is very much related to the innovation part of our research                

and therefore only concern Innovative SMEs. In fact many of our interviewees identified that              

that the envy to spread their vision and make their innovation available to more people was                

an important driver. The spread of their innovation is related usually to a strong vision to                

fight some issues in our society. At Nick’s they explained that they are not just driven by                 

money but by a mission to change the sugar industry and fight diseases like diabetes in order                 

to improve the human condition. On another hand at VOI, their fight is against pollution and                

trying to improve the environment by changing mentalities and offering new way of             

transportation in the city that could compete the use of cars in term of benefits. 

5.3.2 Swedish market drivers  

Now, if we focus on the Swedish market, most of companies seems to think that it is an                  

advantage to be born on this market more than another. However all of them agree that                

Sweden represent a various number of limitations, with the main one being the market size.               

As explained by Evans and al (2008), negative conditions in the home market including              

different factors like a saturated market, low market growth or a development of the              

competition makes companies turn to internationalization. Most of the interviewees explained           
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that it is never an objective to stay on the local market, especially in Sweden a country with                  

less than 10 millions inhabitants and therefore potential customers. Even for Stockholm being             

considered as a startup hub, in this city ideas are created but to make them profitable on a                  

long term vision it is necessary to expand. The expansion specialist from VOI add to this idea                 

something important explaining that no matter how much a company grow there is always              

going to be an end on the local market. However, since Swedish companies are conscious of                

that from the moment of their creation it help them have a European vision as their home                 

market and not only a Swedish one compared to other countries like Germany that with more                

than 80 millions inhabitants leave much more room for growth for SMEs. 

Then, Swedish market has proven to be a market with quality human resources especially in               

creative and technological related fields. Interviewees considered it to be one of the main              

driver of internationalization decision and also success to export. Being a technological hub,             

Sweden benefits of extremely qualified developers, that can help resolve issues very quickly             

when they appear. Therefore the risks are diminished, and when something happen the             

situation can easily be controlled even on foreign markets. Design skills are also more widely               

invested in which makes the communication easier about the product in other markets and              

therefore facilitate the integration of the product abroad. Also most of the human ressources              

speaking english in Sweden especially in innovative SMEs, the transition abroad is made             

easier and the internationalization process can be done early in the lifetime of the company. 

Finally, Swedish SMEs benefit of a positive international recognition about their capacity to             

be successful which definitely seems to have an impact on the internationalization decision.             

Our interviewees considered that Sweden, being famous to be the country in the world with               

the most successful startups per inhabitants was helping with international interest of            

customers and partners. Moreover, Swedish companies benefit of a network of Swedish            

successful companies all over the world with startups like Klarna and Spotify being very              

successful as an example of Sweden capabilities, which they like to use as an example when                

they have to internationalize. When developing a new platform service, international           

customers will have a positive image of it which represents a good marketing advantage.              

Innovative SMEs therefore get positive reactions thanks to previous Swedish successful           

products that well exported internationally like Skype, Spotify and more recently Klarna that             
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help companies get a good image when they reveal their origin, especially when they evolve               

in technological fields. 

5.3.3 External market drivers  

When it comes to external markets, the main driver of internationalization seems to be by far                

growth opportunities and market share potential. This attraction of international opportunities           

is mainly characterized by an unfulfilled demand in an international market as Kirzner             

developed in his theory (1973). Most of interviewees define it being the main driver of going                

abroad. First of all, market share seems to be a way to get a return on the money invested.                   

Even if it represent an investment to develop internationally, the evolution through            

digitalization especially in marketing reduce the cost associated to it, making it an easier and               

cheaper process and therefore a driver. Growth is also a way to test you product on a new                  

audience and get new customers. But this growth does not seem to be a forced process but                 

more something natural that is an answer to an opportunity coming from an abroad market or                

from new possibilities explored by the team. These opportunities also appear according to the              

demand of the consumers for a specific product that the company can offer. 

  

Then, Swedish innovative SMEs are impacted in their decision to go abroad by the              

technological readiness of the market they want to export to. Sweden being a technological              

hub, startups and SMEs benefit of high level of development regarding technological            

infrastructures. However this technology is not appropriate to every market regarding their            

level of development and how they use technology in their lifestyle depending of the country               

culture. It something that takes some time to analyze and needs to be reviewed before               

developing the product in a dedicated abroad market. Yet for countries, benefiting of similar              

advancement like in the rest of Scandinavia, internationalization is facilitated. 

 

After that it is important for a Swedish company that would develop on another market to                

make sure of the financial capabilities of consumers there. Factors like the saving behavior,              

the economy type , the average income, the affordability of their product or the willingness to                

trust new companies from an outside market all appear to be important when going to an                

external market. 
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Finally brand awareness and customer data acquisition are the last main drivers we have been               

able to identify through our research. It appears to be a way for companies to increase their                 

brand awareness when entering new markets and increase the active seeking of the brand by               

consumers. In case of success on a foreign market the Increasing of brand awareness also               

seems to have an impact on the awareness in the home country. 
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6. Conclusions 

Our research aimed to explore and analyze the drivers of internationationalization of Swedish             

Innovative SMEs that lead managers to take the international development decision.  

Based on our analysis, we concluded that, there are many factors that push enterprises to go                

abroad. Some of them are factors that are not directly related to the company, but more to the                  

environment of it, but that are part of the internationalization decision for the company.              

We therefore distinguished different angles to analyze. Thus, we have been able to identify              

that the companies want to grow and implant their services or products in bigger markets.               

There are different reasons to that. Indeed, some want to grow financially; others want to               

introduce their values to new countries and cultures. Then, we have defined that the              

competition within the innovative industry is very strong and they most likely seem to need               

to grow quick in order to survive.  

On the other hand, there are also drivers that are proper to each company that can push or pull                   

them to go international. We explored three different drivers: internal, external and the             

Swedish market. The first one took our research to the international background of the              

managers and the employees of the company, which was a very important factor when it               

came to decide to go international. However, we also found out that the mindset of these                

people is very important at the moment to take the decision to go abroad. Then, the Swedish                 

market has also been mentioned as a big driver for companies to go abroad, mainly because                

of its small size that limits quickly the companies to grow. Then, the external drivers that                

make the companies to expand international. It is often to get bigger market shares and sales                

volumes, in order to get back the initial invested money, but they have to take into account                 

several factors not to fail their launch. Finally, improving brand awareness and customer data              

are also parts of the decision making. 

After having explained what were the main drivers of the internationalization, we also             

mentioned the first international expansion of the firms, by defining the first country they              

tend to choose to become their host country, and we figured out that UK and Nordics are                 

often chosen. To do so, companies tend to internationalize through exports, that can lead              

sometimes to get FDI, which allows them to continue to grow.  
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7. Discussion 

 
7.1 Contributions and implications 

 
Our research contributes to fill a lack of study on the drivers of internationalization in the                

scope of Swedish born innovative SMEs. Based on our findings, innovation seems to have an               

impact on the decision of internationalization due to various factors. Being an innovative             

company relates to the need to increase the incomes and due to the high price of development                 

of innovations it is something that cannot be only achieve in the Swedish market. Therefore,               

Sweden seems to be considered as a test market that quickly reach its limits due to market                 

size and competition of other innovative companies. Innovation also has an impact on             

internationalization due to the fact that innovative companies are always looking to spread             

their innovations and make them accessible to as many people as possible. Swedish             

innovative companies are also following some similar trends about when and where they             

internationalize. After establishing well on the Swedish market, which allows them to            

confirm the interest and success of their innovations, Swedish companies seems to export             

either in other Scandinavian countries due to similar culture, or to the UK as there is no                 

language barrier with their home market and it represents a huge customers potential.  

Then, drivers internal to the company such has the international background of the             

individuals part of the team, the mindset of the company regarding international development             

and the fact that they want to spread their innovations have been identified. If theories on the                 

first one were already existing and now confirmed by our research the two others are               

elaborated here as we have not found them as drivers in previous researches. Then for the                

Swedish market, the market size limitation, the quality of human resources and the             

international recognition of the country has been identified as drivers. Market size limitations             

is something commonly found in previous research as a negative point having an impact on               

international development with factors like high competition, lack of customers and other            

resources. However, our study elaborates the idea that some drivers coming from the Swedish              

market have a positive impact and help to take the internationalization decision. These drivers              

has been identified as the quality of human resources available on the Swedish market mostly               

in creative and technological fields and also the Swedish international recognition mainly            

related to success in innovative industries from other international markets. Finally, if growth             
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and market shares potential was clearly identified as the main driver for an external market,               

other factors like the technological readiness of the market, financial capabilities of            

consumers have been highlighted as criterias of selection. These drivers seem necessary to be              

identified before taking the internationalization decision, as they determine the success or not             

of the innovation in a new foreign market. Swedish SMEs are also looking for benefits such                

as increasing their brand awareness and customer data acquisition when going abroad. 

 

7.2 Limitations 

 

The sample of the companies we interviewed is limited to companies born in Sweden. Hence,               

after conducting this research we cannot elaborate the fact that our results apply to companies               

born in other countries. Also, by focusing on SMEs, we excluded bigger companies which              

limited the perspectives of this research. Then, by aiming at gathering information from             

innovative companies, our results and analysis are completely turn to this type of companies              

and our results should probably not be interpreted for non innovative companies. 

Another limitation is that we interviewed eight persons with only two of them being from the                

same company. Our research would have benefited from more interviewees and also more             

participants from the same company as it would have brought some depth and richness to our                

findings. 

 

7.3 Future research 

 

The drivers of internationalization are still a quite unexplored part of the literature especially              

for dedicated countries and companies like SMEs and innovative firms. For some future             

research we would recommend studying this subject from different countries perspectives or            

at a larger scale with a bigger sample of interviewees. This drivers can differ from a country                 

to another, according to different factors, all having an impact on the internationalization             

decision. We therefore encourage future researchers to not only explore the drivers of             

internationalization from other countries, but with a bigger sample, to be able to elaborate              

theories that would highlight the differences from country to country. 
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